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What if...we made magic in Sydney?

Pedra Silva Architects share the story behind their recent project
for Sydney based Care Implant Dentistry.
On one of Sydney’s high-end retail streets we
were invited to design a high-level state of the
art dental clinic. The actual space and the brief
provided by the client posed a few challenges that
got us thinking. An aesthetic is something that may
be mistaken as an additional almost cosmetic layer
to a design, but in our projects, the aesthetic is a
clear response to problem solving.
In this particular case the client requested two
receptions with two entrances that could function
separately but without compromising the sense
of spaciousness and its relationship with people
passing by. In the same space we also had a
stubborn structural column that seemed to impose
itself in all the attempts of trying to integrate it
into the design. The solution? Answering the brief
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and magically making the column disappear!
To achieve this we created a sculptural wooden
element that serves as a filter between the
two reception areas. This element serves a dual
function: allowing for partial vision between spaces
by separating them and at the same time making
the concrete column vanish! Built from suspended
wooden planks that start with narrow elements
that then widen to engulf the existing column,
this element was a response to a premise and
became the predominant feature working as a
space generator, influencing the ceiling and other
elements.
The public accesses the clinic from Archer Street,
leading towards the appropriate reception desk
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and waiting area. The waiting areas are composed
of two lounges, one for general dentistry and the
other for dental implant practice.
The remaining space of the clinic is arranged
around a central corridor that starts in the
reception area that connects all the intricate
parts of the dental clinic, from examination areas,
surgeries, client areas and technical spaces. In the
middle of this corridor you find a transparent
central core made of glass allowing for natural light
to penetrate the interior of the space.
At the far end of the clinic you find the main
surgery where advanced oral procedures are
performed. As a national reference in the dental
arena, the client Dr Christopher Ho requested
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that this space be designed in a way that would
allow for these complex procedures be seen by
piers sharing the experience and knowledge. This
was achieved by placing an observation room on
a higher level with a large window towards the
surgery and connected with a camera allowing for
fellow surgeons to view procedures from close-up
on a large screen.
In summary this is a space where complex
procedures are performed and we tried to
create a corresponding space that communicates
this level of sophistication leaving a positive and
memorable impression on the patients who used
it.
www.pedrasilva.com
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Red Dot Award celebrates
60 years of design history

60 years of award-winning design – what began as “Permanent
Show of Elegant Industrial Products” in 1955 has become the
world’s largest exhibition of contemporary design.
About 2,000 exhibits are presented in the Red
Dot Design Museum Essen. Back then, like today, all
of the exhibits were assessed by an independent
expert jury and awarded for their outstanding
design quality. The Design Zentrum NRW has
been organising the internationally renowned
competition for design, now the Red Dot Design
Award, since 1955.
On the occasion of this anniversary, the Ruhr
Museum and Red Dot Design Museum in
Germany’s Ruhr metropolis are presenting an
exhibition on 60 years of design history in Essen.
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It is the first cooperation of the two largest
museums at Zollverein UNESCO World Heritage
Site. With the title “Enduring, not ultimate form”,
the joint exhibition will place a spotlight on the
highlights of Red Dot’s history.
From 29 June until 23 August 2015, visitors to
Hall 5 of Zollverein can go on a journey through
the history of award-winning design – from
“Industrieform”, the original name of the award
organisation, to Red Dot. The exhibition presents
current and historical exhibits and reconstructs
highlights of former presentations.
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Posters and photographs from the last six decades
are documented alongside eyewitness accounts.
Professor Dr Peter Zec, President Design Zentrum
NRW and founder of Red Dot, is looking forward
to the project: “In the same way that design has
constantly changed and developed over the years,
so too has our institution always kept abreast of
change. This is why this journey into the past, back
to the roots of the Red Dot, is something very
special and extremely exciting.”
The initiators of the anniversary show, Prof Dr
Peter Zec and Prof Heinrich Theodor Grütter,
Director of Ruhr Museum, are pleased about
another prominent supporter: The President
of the German parliament, Prof Dr Norbert
Lammert, will assume the patronage of the
exhibition “Enduring, not ultimate form”.
Born close to the city of Essen, the top-ranking
politician is aware of the increasing importance of
good design and of the Red Dot Award: “Design
in its language of form is an important part of our
culture – it is formative and at the same time a
reflection of the Zeitgeist.
“We now live in a highly stylised society in which
recognition has enormous, not least economic
importance. This is because clever design ensures
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attention on a global market of exchangeability. But
attention itself is not always a seal of quality. Just
how important good design is (or has become) is
demonstrated by the success story of the Red Dot
Design Award as the world’s biggest competition
for product design – ‘made in the Ruhr region’.”
The title of the exhibition “Enduring, not ultimate
form” is a quote by journalist Clara Menck which
was created in relation to the design exhibition in
the 1950s.
The phrase refers to the timelessness of the basic
form of day-to-day objects: This “enduring” quality
is only made complete through constant change
and optimisation. For example, while the design of
a chair is entrenched in people’s lasting collective
memory, there will never be the “ultimate” chair.
Exhibition dates: 29 June – 23 August 2015
www.red-dot-design-museum.org
www.ruhrmuseum.de
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The SBID International
Design Awards 2015

Inspired by the Pop Ar t
of Roy Lichtenstein

The SBID International Design Awards 2015 are
now open for submissions. Following the success
of previous editions, this year’s SBID Awards are
designed to surpass the rest.
Since its inception in 2011, the SBID Awards
has served to recognise, reward and celebrate
all design excellence, from super luxury projects
to innovative design and new talent on limited
budgets.
This year’s edition will include the new categories
Office Design and Healthcare Design which
will be added to the existing popular categories
ranging from best Hotel Design, Retail Design and
Intelligent Design to best KBB Project, Public Space
and Visualisation (3D renderings) to make a total
of 14 categories. Architects, interior designers and
manufacturers are invited to submit their projects
and products into the SBID Awards 2015. The
deadline for submitting entries is Thursday 30 July
2015.

A glamorous policewoman is chasing a mysterious
criminal around the walls of a new Ceratec
collection. This is the story of POP: a project that
breaks with conventions to bring comic art into a
new dimension.

The SBID International Design Awards has come
to be regarded as one of the highest accolades
in the interior design industry. Each category
undergoes an exclusive two-tier judging process
by panels of leading industry experts for both
technical content and aesthetic creativity and
evaluates elements such as brief compliance,
budget, health & safety, and fit-for-purpose design.

The dimension of a tile collection inspired by the
Pop Art of Roy Lichtenstein. 12 different illustrated
tiles alternate with a colour range of 10 bright
colours to recount this exciting adventure of facial
close-ups, cult symbols and explosive exclamations.
Wow! The POP is a milestone in the history of
the art. Its colour palette has roots in the 50s
and remains as fresh as ever. Its rectangular 5×13
format is highly dynamic, and ideal for a backsplash
or an eye-popping wall covering.

Finalists will be announced in September 2015
while the winners will be announced at the
SBID International Design Awards ceremony at
The Dorchester hotel in London on Friday 27
November 2015. Entry is free of charge for SBID
members and a fee applies for non-members.

It is also available in four original textures that
create a sensual, almost organic energy. With
its invigorating colours and lustre, your space
will be anything but anonymous: the Pop brings
excitement to your whole interior. Show your
colours!

www.sbidawards.com

www.ceratec.com
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An identity-defining narrative for the Artopex

Artopex, one of Quebec’s largest manufacturers of office furniture,
commissioned Lemay to design its new showroom in the heart of
historic Old Montreal.
The project is located in the prestigious former
headquarters of the Royal Bank of Canada.
After sitting vacant for more than 25 years,
the emblematic building has been completely
revitalized and rethought in order to give Artopex
a space that reflects its image and values.
The project aimed at more than displaying products:
the goal was to communicate the manufacturer’s
history and identity with a graphic and spatial
narrative thread, with the ultimate objective of
preserving memories and emphasizing the quality
of its products. The idea of territory emerged as
the central theme for the entire interior design
concept.
Starting at the entrance, an uninterrupted ribbon
of images of Quebec landscapes guides visitors
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through the different zones of the showroom,
spread accross two basement levels. Quebec’s
urban, industrial and natural landscapes translate
Artopex’s commitment towards the community
and the environment, two values at the core of
the company’s culture. The pixelated treatment of
the background images creates a defocused effect
that directs the eye toward the product, making an
original contribution to its display.
From the outset, the architects faced two major
challenges: the front door is dwarfed by imposing
neoclassical columns, and the showroom’s
basement location suffers from a shortage of
natural light. In response to the first, an enormous
LED-animated marquee draws the gaze and
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energizes the entrance with a variety of lighting
effects. Addressing the second, a large opening in
the floor leads to oversized wooden stairs serving
as a meeting place as well as a display space,
while flooding the lower levels with natural light.
The arrangement of the different zones, linked
by lighting effects, creates several contrasting
ambiances that enhance the visitor experience.
The new Artopex showroom becomes a tool for
creative product displays. Normally seen at the
individual scale, here furniture is experienced in
relation with the environment.
www.lemayonline.com/en
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The Tire Shop Project

The Tire Shop is MARK+VIVI’s inaugural project located in the
transitioning city of Verdun, Quebec.
The renovated 800 sq.ft space, a former tire shop,
functioned as the designers’ live/work studio and
housed La Façade Art + Architecture, a storefront
gallery dedicated to the exhibition of local
contemporary art and experimental architecture
Originally built in 1920, the Tire Shop’s newly
exposed structure supports the playful integration
of simple, raw, modern, industrial materials with
smart and efficient design.
“We have had an overwhelmingly positive
response from our neighborhood” say designers
Mark Fekete and Viviana de Loera. “We wanted
to create a home that served as a catalyst for the
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design community while providing opportunities
for local artists who would otherwise not have a
chance to exhibit their work”.
With a strong commitment to sustainable living,
Fekete and de Loera state, “One of the greatest
sustainable aspects of our building is not what
was used to revitalise it but rather how we live
because of it. Coming from California, we realised
the incredible waste of time and natural resources
involved in daily commuting, not to mention the
pollution. Living in Montreal, our goal is to eliminate
our dependency on the car and to turn to public
transportation. So, now we work from home
and do our part in eliminating vehicular pollution.
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The time we save not sitting in traffic is better spent becoming acquainted with our neighborhoods,
supporting local businesses, and living an overall healthier lifestyle.”
MARK+VIVI is an interdisciplinary design studio based in Montreal, Canada. Once asked what their
mission was, they replied “We’d like to help revitalize our city one building at a time.”
markvivi.com
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Scenography - Ephemeral architecture

This project uses an old barracks converted into a
theatre as a setting for a contemporary version of
Shakespeare’s King Lear, creating a dramatic space
for the actors and spectators. The idea is to create
an installation modelled on the city, a 360-degree
theatre.
This immersive design, this ephemeral architecture,
is inspired by King Lear and his fate. Overnight,
he is stripped of his power and status and left
homeless – a nobody living in a nowhere, and
attached to nothing. It is also inspired by the
performance of the actors and in turn, influences
their performance. The two drive and sustain one
another. The set becomes a space-time to be
inhabited.
Three worlds intermingle in this scenography
created in situ, three elements define the space:
an immense wooden structure, numerous stacks
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of newspaper, and a concrete block. These three
elements come into conflict with the light and
the music and create the marketplace in which
the ideas of the actors and the audience will be
expressed.
In this striking theatre, the raw concrete walls are
left exposed, and form part of the scenographic
landscape.
Contrasting with the stark brutality of these walls,
the wooden structure divides the room diagonally,
offering a degree of transparency and malleability.
It is a conspicuously strange object, a work of
art, an opening, perhaps even a passage to an
imaginary world.
The wooden structure becomes at once the
contents and the container. It is a walkway
through the large empty rectangle of the theatre.
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Suspended in the air, this installation represents
a nowhere land, a place that is inhospitable and
perilous to traverse, two mirror-image sculptures
separated by a void, a black hole which becomes
the centre (of the universe) and which extends
to infinity.
The 175 stacks of newspaper, reporting the city’s
news, populate the space, transforming it into a
labyrinth, a cemetery. They serve both to create
King Lear’s barren heath and to provide seating for
the audience.
The stacks are arranged in the room along a
Cartesian urban grid, traversed by two storms,
transforming this configuration by creating two
new centres, one at either end of the room.
The boundaries between the spectators and the
actors become blurred.
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The concrete block, of the same dimensions as
the stacks of newspaper, is positioned facing the
wall of the room. It is a gravestone at the centre
of the universe. It becomes the counterweight to
the suspended structure and the landmark of our
imaginary city.
The steel wires used to suspend the installation
heighten the feeling of insecurity and fragility,
creating a poetic image and evoking the strings of
destiny, the ties between human beings, the social
hygiene of the city.
by Mazen Chamseddine, Architect.
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